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A Salute to
ANIMAL SCIENCE
NEBRASKAIS
NUMBER ONE
INDUSTRY!
AN ADDRESS FROM THE DEPARIMENT CHAIRMAN
May, 1972
Dear Block & Bridle Club Members:
we are again approaching the end.ot another successfur 
year of crub activities and a successful year
of study for each of you. As I consider tne opportunities 
for animar agricurture in Nebraska and the oppor-
tunities for you in animar agricurture, I am convinced 
that the theml of my letter to you this year should
be "tel!ing and selling'"
Teringthe story of Nebraska, its agriculturar resources 
and their varue as a basis for overall economrc
growth in the state is one dimension orln" tn"r". retting history 
of yourserves as professional animal
scientists with background experience uno """0u*ic 
traininl in tnl center. of the action of the world's
most advanced anrmar agricurture in the history 
of man is a Jecond dimension' Tetting the true 
story of
your University as 
"n "oi""tionar 
institution where young ouooJn""" meaningiul and 
desirable academic
and sociar experiences is a third dimension. s"rring 
your."H-ir the fourth and perhaps the most important
dimension of the theme-your abirity to seil yourserf 
i, u"uuit the basis for finding a iob and establish-
ins friendship'' i"iri'g vour ideas.'" tT 111 ?lT::''?ffJ
'.,'.. ' : ili''n"t" a1d nrovi-d-e^1the basis for success in practically
il:;t:itiliil;iLit..,,, every job and every soctal activity you will have 
in the years
&&'r:;,t':r:-:.r,r: 
"n"Jo' Selting 
the state of Nebraska to yourself and others
**,x&h:,:,,,'.'r,,., ;; ;;;l *.:l:l :": 
"":" :;" :: I Tl#: :l i Jil 
"t 
i.:J : :.fl1
I ;i,::li ;iffi;;s i  a "ixtn dimension or the theme' Your
stimulating ideas, enthusiasm and vigor are necessary 
ingre-
dients to the future of rueUrast<a' A challenge such 
as exists
in Nebraska's agricultural resources is a necessary 
ingre-
dient to an exciting 
"uiu"t 
for you' Selting your Animal Sci-
ence Department to-'n" peopte of Nebraska and 
the world
is the seventh anO tlnal dimension of the challenge 
I will
mention. Hopefully, when you graduate you will believe 
that
you hold a degree tr.orn tn" besl Animal Science Department
in the world. lf all of you believe that and perform accord-
ingly, the world will soon accept you as a 
graduate of its
best Animal Science Oepartment' Lack of faith or 
less than
excellent performance on your part will destroy 
your reputa-
tion and the reputation of your Animal Science 
Department'
i
I
The Animal Science Staff joins me in saying congratula-
tions on a very 
",""""tuf year and 
best wishes for the
f uture.
SincerelY Yours'
Frank H. Baker
Chairman
Animal Science DePartment
STAFF COMMENTS
To friends of the livestock industry-
The third University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Annual
ence and community activities. 1972 membership found
in which they chose to participate.
is a summation of the club,s animal sci-
fun and friends regardless of the activitv
The purpose of the B & B annual is not merely the promotion of the University of Nebraska,s club.
The yearbook should serve to enlighten the public of the functions of the animal science industry.
Good relations between those who intend to make livestock their Iivelihood and the community are
vital' The 1972 annual will be distributed throughout the state to county agents, vocational agri-
culture teachers, and businessmen to promote the club, the University and agriculture.
The staff wishes to thank all club members for their participation in making this annuat possible
and is grateful for the help from faculty and staff. The annual advertisers support is grealy ap-
preciated and the patronage of these businessmen who made possible the publication of this
annual is urged.
Sincerely,
\-!r\*r /otiro-
Chris Votaw, editor
Staff : Doug Brand, Kathy Geiger, Vic Knutson, Jim Sears, Gary Kubicek, Jim Damrow, Ted Acton,
Dennis Nun, Jim Ferguson, Max Hoffman, pat Hamilton, and Bill Hawthorne.
A Message From
The President!
President Bill O'Hare
This past year as president of the Block and Bridle club has been very rewarding as well as educa-
tional for me. I have had the privilege and' honor to work with some of the finest people in the field 
of
Agriculture. These people have proven they are diligent and hard working when it comes time for
them to put forth a little extra effort to get a job done just right. I am sure that as you read through this
yearbook you will see the high quality and caliber of the fine men and women who make up this great
organizaiion.
This year we added the Children's Day to this list of activities-it was very heartily received by 
the
chirdren, their parents, members of the crub, our facurty and the University Administration' 
Along with
this new activity we arso had our Fail steak Fry, showmanship contest, Ham sares, spring Tour, Quarter-
horse and Appaloosa Shows, Livestock and Meats Judging Contests' Spring Picnic' Yearbook' and 
Awards
Banquet.
I would like to wish a hearty good luck to the new
year in 1972 and 1973.
officers and good wishes for another successful
#r:,^,gkLuo-
President Block and Bridle 1971-72
A
D
V
$
Dr. R. W. Mandigo
Dr. P. J. Cunningham
The 1971-72 Block and Bridle Club was very
capably advised by Doctors R. W. Mandigo,
P. J. Cunningham, and R. D. Appleman.
Dr. Mandigo, in his third year as an advisor,
was the Senior Advisor. He is an associate
professor of Animal Science and Food Sci-
ence and Technology. He received his Bach-
elor's deqree at California State Polytech,
his Master's degree from New Mexico State
and completed his Doctorate degree in meats
at Oklahoma State before taking his position
at Nebraska.
An Assistant Professor of Animal Science,
with a special interest in swine genetics, P. J.
Cunningham served in his second year as a
B and B advisor. P. J. did Undergraduate and
Masters study at lowa State before obtaining
A Doctorate degree at Okahoma State.
Starting out as junior advisor was Dr. R. D.
Appleman, an instructor and extension man
in the dairy field. Dr. Appleman is a graduate
of Oklahoma State University.
Each of these instructors puts in much work
and many hours keeping the Block and Bridle
Club on the move, and we thank them for
their services.
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Dr. R. D. Appleman
1971r1972 OFFICERS
LEFT TO RIGHT
LarrY White .....' Program Chairman
...... HistorianLynn Ho1den ............'....
Doug Brand
Bill O'Hare......
Phyll Bourn
NOT PICTURED
Roger Kubicek
Stu CooksleY ....'..'.'......
Treasurer
President
Secretary
Exec Rep.
Vice-President
Marshall
1971,1972
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Second row:
RUSS LECHTENBERG-Horsebarn Painting
GARY KUBICEK-Ham Sales & Pelt Sales
BLAINE RICHARDS-Spring Picnic
LARRY ENGSTROM-Ham Sales
DAN WITTHUHN-Quarterhorse Show
BOB HARMS-Kid's Day
Not pictured; BOB KRACKE, Little Ak-Sar-Ben Chairman, DAVE KASL and DICK
BROWN, Honor's Banquet Directors, JERRY COOL, Winter Dance Chair-
man and PHYLL BOURN. Christmas Coffee Chairman.
Front row:
RANDY GUILl-Appaloosa Show
MAX HOFFMAN-Tour Chairman
CHRIS VOTAW-Annual Editor
BRUCE RICKERTSEN-SIeak Fry and
Livestock Contest
CHUCK GRAFF-Meats Judging
Contest
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ANIMAL SCIENCE FACULTY
BEEF
1. Frank Baker
4. Larry Cundiff
11. Robert Kock
20. Vincent Arthaud
21. James Gosey
24. John Ward
SWINE
2. Ernest Peo, Jr.
8. Dwane Zimmerman
9. James Hedt
10. William Ahlschwede
23. Bobby Moser
SHEEP
5. Martin Alexander-Emeritus
27. Ted Doane
DAIRY
6. Robert Appleman
7, Foster Owen
12. Mogens Plum-Erneritus
13. Andrew Schultze
14. Philip Cole
MEATS
3. Charles Adams
20. Vincent Arthaud
22. Jimmy Wise
26. Roger Mandigo
10
PHYSIOLOGY AND/OR
RUMINANT NUTRITION
13. Wally Koers
15. Terry Klopfenstein
19. Paul Guyer
BREEDING AND GENETICS
16. Joe Hudson
17. Robert Britton
18. Cecil Blunn
NOT PICTURED: Marvel Baker-Beef
Prod., Emerifus; P. J. Cunningham-
Swine Genetics; William Derrick-Ex-
ten., Live Jud., Emeritus; Gordon Dick-
erson-Breeding & Genetics; Earl Elling'
ton-Beef Phy.: Philip Kelly-Dairy,
Emeritusi C. W. Nibler-Dairy, Emeritus;
Terry Schrick-Swine; R. B. Warren-
Horse Prod., Livestock Judging; Dave
Williams-4-H Livestock Ptogtam.
U OF N ANIMAI SCIENCE GRADUATE STUDENTS
The University of Nebraska Animal science Department offers five graduate student programs. Non-ruminant nutrition, ruminant nutrition, breeding and genetics, physiology and meats are the fields fromwhich one can select his major interest. The University of Nebraska has graduate students from fivestates furthering their education in the animal science department. Men from four continents are cur-rently enrolled in the graduate program.
BACK ROW: teft to right
Bob osland-catitornia, Larry otson-oklahoma, victor IJmunna-Nigeria, Norman Barney-Ne-braska, Bill Fulton-Oklahoma, Saul euintero_Columbia, S.A.
SECOND ROW: teft to right
sumir Hasimogtu-Turkey, Jim Kinder, Missouri, chartes Atbright_-Nebraska, Nazir Tharani-Kenya, Alan Emstey-Canada, Vernon Krausse_N ebraska.
FRONT ROW: teft to right
Michael Prokop-Nebraska, Randat Bartling-Nebraska, Jim Rabe-Nebraska, Kern Hendrix-lndiana,Tom Messersmith-Nebraska, Bitt Schneider-Nebraska, Larry Erlinger-oklahoma.
11
B CONGRATULATES
GARY ZOUBEK
Wilber, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle
Junior Meats Judging Team
Gamma Sigma Delta
BLAINE RICHARDS
Geneva, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle
Committee Chairman for Spring Picnic
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Team
JERRY R. SNIDE
Valley, Nebraska
Ag Honors-Animal Science-Ag Econ
Block and Bridle
Ag Econ Glub
University 4-H Club
Young Republicans
12
1972 ANIMAL SCIENCE GRADS
CHUCK GRAFF
Bancroft, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)-Ag Econ
Block and Bridle
Ag Exec Rep
Meats Judging Contest Chairman
Junior and Senior Meats Judging Team
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Team
William Derrick Family Scholarship Award
Alpha Gamma Rho Alumni Secretarv
Alpha Zeta
ROGER L. KUBICEK
Crete, Nebraska
Animal Science (production) and Ag Ed
Block and Bridle
Vice-president, Tour and Dance Chairman-
ships
Alpha Tau Alpha-National
Alpha Tau Alpha honorary
Burr Hall: president, secretary
Junior Bar-M
William Derrick Family Scholarship Award
Award
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Teams
Junior Meats Judging Team
VICTOR KNUTSON
Wilsonville, Nebraska
Animal Science (production and
Block and Bridle
Quarter Horse and Appaloosa
m'ittee
Junior and Senior Meats Judging
science)
Show Com-
Teams
13
LARRY WHITE
Lexington, Nebraska
Animal Science (production option)
Block and Bridle
Little Ak-Sar-Ben Chairman and Master of
Ceremonies 1970
Program Chairman 1971
Quarter Horse Show Committee 1971-72
Ham Sales:3rd Award 1970, 4th Award 1971
Block and Brille Livestock Judging Contest:
1st place 1971
Rodeo Club, Publicity Chairman
University 4-H Club
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Teams
3rd Austin Barrow Show
7th Carload
Farmhouse
DAVID CARPENTER
Lee's Summit, Missouri
Animal Science (science option) Ag Econ
Block and Bridle
ROBERT L. KRACKE
Dewitt, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)
Rodeo Glub
Block and Bridle
Little Ak-Sar-Ben Chairman
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Teams
LARRY G. ENGSTROM
Kimball, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)
Block and Bridle
Ham Sales Co-chairman
fi
if
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JOHN L. KASTANEK
Wilber, Nebraska
Animal Science-Mechanized Agriculture
Block and Bridle
Meats Contest Chairman
Alpha Zeta Treasurer
Mech Ag Club
President, Secretary
Junior and Senior Meats Judging
WILLIAM L. STAHLY
Millord, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)-Ag Econ (gen-
eral)
Block and Bridle
JIM SEARS
Lisco, Nebraska
Animal Science (science oPtion)
Block and Bridle
15
PHYLLIS BOURN
Overton, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle
Secretary, Champion Showman Little Ak-
Sar-Ben, Junior Workhorse Award
East Union
President, Social Chairman
Rodeo Club-SecretarY
All University Fund
Campus Queen Finalist
East Campus Committee
East Campus Toastmasters-Vice-President
Burr Hall
Bar-W Council, Miss Burr Hall, Social
Chairman, Freshman Activities Award
Interdormitory Association Social Chairman
Kernels
University 4-H Club
Junior Advisor to Freshman in Veterinary
Science
Alpha Zeta Outstanding Service to Agriculture
Award
Junior and Senior Meats Judging Teams
BRUCE RICKERTSEN
Lexington, Nebraska
Animal Science (production option)
Block and Bridle
Steak Fry and Judging Contest Chairman
Junior and Senior Livestock Judging Team
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
East Union vice-president
Farmhouse, business manager
Ak-Sar-Ben Scholarship
16
RANDY GUILL
Lyons, Nebraska
Animal Science
Block and Bridle
Appaloosa Horse Show
Burr Hall
Bar-M Treasurer
Chairman
LYNN K. HOLDEN
Walnut, California
Animal Science
Block and Bridle
Historian, Honors Banquet Committee,
Sadie Hawkins Candidate
Burr Hall
lntramurals and Activities Chairman
Student Assistant
ASUN Ag and Home Ec Senator
Ag Exec. Board Secretary
University Honors Convocation Committee
University Montgomery Lecture Series Com-
mittee
Junior and Senior Meats Judging Teams
Alpha Lambda Delta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Alpha Zeta Service Award
17
ELDON LUX KEN STEPHENS
Valentine, Nebraska Atkinson, Nebraska
Animal Science Animal Science
Livestock Judging Team 1971 Fort Worth Livestock Judging Team 1971 Fort Worth, Tie
Rodeo Club President 5th Individual
Rodeo Club
N.|.R.A. Rodeo Team 1 year
BILL ALEXANDER
Lyons, Nebraska
Ag Honors
Block and Bridle
University 4-H
Newman Olub
Phi Eta Sigma
Alpha Zeta
Gamma Sigma Delta
Farmhouse
DENNIS KAHL
Wakefield, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)-Ag Econ
Alpha Tau Alpha
University 4-H Club
Pioneer House (co-op)
President, Membership Chairman
RICHARD K. BROWN
Taylor, Nebraska JAMES R. FERGUSON
Ag Honors-Animal Science-Ag Ed Springview, Nebraska
Block and Bridle Animal Science (production option)
Banquet Co-chairman 1972 Block and Bridle
Alpha Tau Alpha Rodeo Ctub
Ag Executive Board Junior and Senior Judging Team
Alpha Zeta 4th Individual at Denver
Gamma Sigma Delta 6th lndividual at Austin
NO PICTURES AVAILABLE
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RODNEY K. JENSEN
Blair, Nebraska
Animal Science-Ag Econ
Gamma Sigma Delta
University Rifle Club
JERRY SCHROEDER
Laurel , Nebraska
Animal Science-Ag Econ
Gamma Sigma Delta
American Society of Animal Science
Nebraska Human Resources Foundation
Member
University Foundation Member
Potentiality Development project
BILL DICKE
Wauneta, Nebraska
Animal Science (business(general option)
Block and Bridle
Alpha Zeta
option)-Ag Econ
KEVIN T. COOKSLEY
Broken Bow, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)
Pershing Rifles
Rifle Team Commander
University Rifle Club-publicity Chairman
University Rifle Team
All-Big-8 Conference Rifle Team
KIM O. ANDREWS
Cody, Nebraska
Animal Science (science)
Rodeo Club Treasurer
Gamma Sigma Delta
Alpha Zeta
wtLL|AM (Biil) o'HARE
Kimball, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)_Ag Econ
Block and Bridle
Steakfry Chairman, euarterhorse Show, B& B Honoree Committees, Delegate to 1971ASAS Meetinq, Davis, Californii, president
1971-72
STUART COOKSLEY
Anselmo, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)
Block and Bridte
Appaloosa Show Chairman, Marshall
ALLAN PFEIFFER
Nebraska City, Nebraska
Animal Science (production)_Ag Econ
Wildlife Club Treasurer
Cornhusker Co-op Member Membership
Chairman
Inter Co-op Council Vice_president
Inner City 4-H Leader
Alpha Tau Atpha
AVAILABLENO PICTURES
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BLOCK and BRIDLE
The 16th annual University of Ne-
braska Quarterhorse Show was held at
the State Fair Grounds Coliseum in
Lincoln, on Thursday and Friday, April
22 and 23.
A total of 27 classes were included in
the show, (12 halter and 15 performance
classes). Three new classes were added
and were quite successful. They were
English Pleasure, and the Dally Team
Roping classes of Headers and Healers.
There were 337 entries including open
and novice cutting classes in the show.
A trophy saddle was donated by Marv
Copple of Lincoln and was awarded to
the best all around Quarter Horse for the
first time this year. The horse had to par-
ticipate in both halter and performance
classes to win the saddle. The saddle
contributed greatly to the success of
the show.
The Quarter Horse Show Chairman
was Keith Stuhmer and the judge for the
show was Mr. Kenneth Jackson. Galatia.
lllinois.
GRAND CHAMPION MARE
"Vallerina Miss" is pictured with her owner, Howard Pitzer
of Erickson, after being selected as Champion Mare. Marv
Copple presents the AQHA Championship Trophy.
GRAN D CH AMPION ST ALLION
Quarterhorse Show Chairman Keith Stuhmer presenfs the
Stallion Champion Trophy to Howard Pitzer atter winning his
second championship of the day with his sfud, "Baron Bell."
20
QUARTERHORSE SHOW
GRAND CHAMPION GELDING
Jerry Cothan is at hatter of ',String of Gold,,,the lg7l
Block and Bridle euarterhorse Shor,rz getding champion.
*,"r 
_____F__F.
j:,1]ii:;":irre$!jw
It was a big show for the string of horses
brought to Lincoln by Howard Pitzer. After
winning two Grand Champions, he became
the Overall Winner. Here he receives the
Trophy Sadd/e from Marv Copple, Lincoln,
who was the donor. Keith Stuhmer and Sue
Vierregger look on.
21
AP PA LOOSA SHOW
The University of Nebraska Block and Bridle Club held its annual Appaloosa Horse Show on Sun-
day, April 25, 1971. The show was again held at the State Fairgrounds Coliseum. Mr. O. J. Martens,
Hutchison, Kansas, judged the show and Mr. Bob Kracke was the ringman.
Expenses for the show totaled $1,923,00. Income from entry fees and ribbon donations were $2,126.56.
This left the show with a net profit of $203.16, which according to agreement, was split with the Ne-
braska Appaloosa Horse Club, which also donated trophies.
This year's show was larger than last year, with a total of 260 entries from the 113 horses exhibited
at the show, in 32 classes.
Besides those trophies received f rom N.A.H.C., outside donations were received f rom various individ-
uals and organizations. They included-
Earl Luff, Lincoln
Dick Sheets, Tekamah
R. B. Warren, Lincoln
Dale McDale, Red Cloud
Due to the work of Chairman Stu Cooksley and his committee, the show went off smoothly and effi-
ciently.
CHAMPIONSHIP
Grand Champion Stallion
Howdy's Prince Plaudit
owned by Howard Hanson, Jr.,
of Blair, Nebr.
RESULTS WERE:
Grand Champion Mare
"Dash's Charm"
owned by Howard Hanson, Jr.,
of Blair, Nebr.
Top performance horse at the Block and Bridle Appaloosa Horse Show
uras Senor Red, owned by Lannan and Swope, Denton, Nebraska. Dr.
Jack Swope holds the horse; Block and Bridle Queen Sue Vierregger
holds the trophy; and Jack's daughter Terry is on the horse.
22
1971.72 PROGRAM REVUE
SEPTEMBER 18
OCTOBER 7
OCTOBER 21
NOVEMBER 4
NOVEMBER 18
DECEMBER 2
JANUARY 20
FEBRUARY 3
FEBRUARY 17
MARCH 2
MARCH 16
APRIL 6
Dr. Don Good, chairman of the Animal Science Departmenr,Kansas state University spoke about the future of'the beefindustry at B & B annuat Steak Fry. Chef Mandigo 
"nJi.ri,crew served 185 steaks to members, faculty and-guests,
Delmar Gerdes, manager of SENEK Swine Test Station, Wy_more, Nebraska told B & B audience about their testing
methods and facilities.
Dale Brown, manag_er of Dairy Field Lab and Bob Hageman,
manager of swine Fierd Lab, both rocated at the Univ6rsity's
research center at Mead tord members of the operation tneie.
B & B members rearned more about the University's research
and testing programs from Mead Sheep and Beef FeedlotManagers, Mark Mather and Doug Gustafson.
Gene Wiese,. Registered Hereford breeder and past president
of the American Hereford Association trom Mannriig, -ro*u,
centered his tark around his business and ethics thtory inthe beef business.
Gary White, Peace Corps Volunteer from Lexington, Ne_braska spoke to club members of his experiences ai a volun_teer in South America.
"Hog Centuria," Ralston purina,s pork promotional film was
shown to B & B members and guests, including Or. frantBaker, chairman of the Animar -science Departirent 
"nJ "visiting FFA group.
Bob Fossceco, International Beef Breeders, Denver, Colo.
explained IBB's production testing facilities.
B & B audience heard from Todd Wilkins, peace Corps rep_
resentative from Des Moines about opportunities in the vor-
unteer organization.
Dr. Joe Jeffrey, commerical angus breeder, Smithfield, Nebr.
was the featured speaker.
club evaluation of activities and projects brought forth riverydiscussion.
Prominent sheep feeder, Harvey Damrow from Roca told
members about the current ramb sraughter market situation.
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LIVESTOCK JUDGING CONTEST
The 1971 Livestock Judging Contest was held on April 28 and May 1 at the Horsebarn. Steve
worked with the Horsebarn staff in arranging the contest. Awards were presented at the Spring
the following Sunday, with the top winners receiving their awards at the honors banquet.
Rezac
Picnic
Winners and their respective divisions were:
SEN/OF DIVISION-ALL CLASSES
1. Larry White, Lexington
2. James Ferguson, Springview
3. Greg Phifer, Mason City
4. Roger Kubicek, Crefe
5. Robert Kracke, Clatonia
Cattle-Phifer
Hogs-White
Sheeo-Phifer
Quarterhorses-Ken Stephens
JUNIOR DIV ISION-ALL CLASSES
1. Charles Martin, Lexington
2. Loren KaIl, Herman
3. W. E. Gergen, Geneva
4. Neal Betty, Shickley
5, Doug Brand, Fremont
Cattle-Richard Eisenhauer
Hogs-Wallace Tuch
Sheep-Bill Gergen
TEAM DIVISION
1. Burr Hall
2. Rodeo Glub
3. Alpha Gamma Sigma
Charles Martin. winner of the Junior Livestock
Judging Contesf is shown receiving a plaque from
Rex Addis of Omaha Union Stockyards at Honors
Banquet.
Members of the 1970 Senior Livestock Judging
Team look over one of the hog c/asses in the Block
and Bridle Judging Contest.
Mr. Russell Kendall ol Nixon Feed Co., (ConAgra)
presenfs Larry White of Lexington with a watch
which he received lor being high individual in the
Senior Livestock Judging Confest.
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MEATS JUDGING CONTEST
Roger Kubicek of Crete re-
ceives a carving knife and tork
set from Dr. Roger Mandigo,
senior advisor.
Roger Kubicek and Dean Batie, respectively, captured first and second places in the B & B spon-
sored meats judging contest. Eight classes were judged. Contestants competed at Loeffel Meat Lab and
American Stores. Awards were presented at the 1971 Honors Banquet and were donated by Twin AA
Cutlery of Abilene, Kansas and American Stores.
Second place in the meats
iudging confest r4las Dean
Batie of Lexington. George
David presented the silver
platter to the second place
winner.
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Roger Kubicek, winner of the meatsjudging contest receives congratulations
trom Jim Wise, meats coach and Dr.
JohnWard,B&Badvisor'
1
Atter a "hard" daY in
Mandigo's delicacies.
Block and Bridle picnicers enjoyed good food, sports
and good company at their annual picnic. Held on a sunny
Sunday in April, 125 members feasted on steak, beans and
other goodies. Winners of the livestock and meats judging
contests were announced. Larry White and Jim Ferguson
were first and second, respectively, in the Senior Livestock
Judging Contest. Charles Martin won the Junior Division'
noger kubicek won the Meats Judging Contest and Dean
Batie was second.
Members of the victorious tivestock iudging team from Burr
Hatt are Charles Kreshel, Gary Stauffer, Randy Naber and
Gale Henry.
Second and first place livestock iudges
Jim Ferguson and Larry White, respec-
tively, congratulate each other.
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SENIOR MERIT TROPHY WINNER
Ron Dvorak, Wilber, was awarded the Senior Merit Plaque
at the 1971 B & B Banquet. This award is based on scholarship,
B & B activities, and participation in campus organizations.
He represented the University in national competition.
Ron was well qualified to be Nebraska's nominee. He was
in the top 10 per cent of his class, a Regent's scholar, a mem-
ber of Ag Honors, Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Zela, and Gamma
Sigma Delta.
Some of Ron's B & B activities included club secretary,
ham committee co-chairman, member of tour, banquet, meats
judging contest and honoree selection committees.
He also was a member of the University of Nebraska Meats
Judging Teams.
JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
A campus leader, Lynn Holden, from Walnut,
California, was awarded the 1971 High Junior
Scholarship Award. The $100 scholarship was pre-
sented to the club historian at the 1971 Honors
Banquet. Lynn was first in her college class and
an ASUN senator representing College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics. Lynn was a member of
Alpha Lambda Delta honorary.
She was a student assistant in Burr Hall and
active in student dorm qovernment and intramural
teams.
An active club member, Lynn participated in
Little Ak-Sar-Ben, Livestock Judging Contests,
Spring Tour, and was a member of banquet, steak
fry, and tour committees.
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A capacity crowd of 200 attended the 1971 Block and Bridle Honors Banquet' Awards were presented
for outstanding achievements. The banquet was considered a success by all those who attended it in
the Centennial Room at the Nebraska Union'
The following awards were presented:
BLOCK AND BRIDLE HONOREE
Forest S. Lee, Brownlee
RETIRING ADVISOR PLAQUE
Dr. John K, Ward, Lincoln
ADVISOR'S OFFICER AWARD
Ed Klima, Madrid
SENIOR MERIT TROPHY
Ron Dvorak, Wilber
JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP
Lynn Holden, Walnut Calif .
SENIOR WORKHORSE
Keith Stuhmer, Franklin
JUNIOR WORKHORSE
Phyll Bourn, Lexington
SOPHOMORE WORKHORSE
Doug Brand, Fremont
1971 BLOCK
Congratutations to Mr. and Mrs. Forest S' Lee come from Dr'
Frank Baker, chairman of Animal Science Department and
Dr. Donatd Clanton, North Ptatte Experiment Station at the
1971 B & B Honors Banquet'
AND BRIDLE
Prominent CherrY CountY ranch-
er, Forest S, Lee of Brownlee was
recognized by Block and Bridle for
his leadership in the beef industry'
Mr. Lee, in addition to ranching
10,000 acres stocked with 500 head
of Hereford cows, has been active
in state associations and govern-
ment projects. He served as Presi-
dent of the Nebraska Stockgrowers
Association, chairman of Nebraska
Livestock Industry Committee, Pres-
ident of Sandhill Cattle Association
and President of Nebraska Live-
stock Breeders and Feeders Asso-
ciation. He was aPPointed bY Sec-
retary of Agriculture Clifford Hardin
to serve on the National Cattle Ad-
visory Committee.
BILL DERRICK AWARD
Greg Martin, Brady
Glen N. Selk, Cozad
GRAND CHAMPION SHOWMAN, Little Ak-Sar-Ben
Gary Kubicek, Crete
CHAMPION BEEF SHOWMAN
Mike Hartman, Wood River
CHAMPION SWINE SHOWMAN
Randy Naber, Seward
CHAMPION DAIRY SHOWMAN
Jerry Snide, ValleY
SENIOR LIVESTOCK JUDGING
CONTEST WINNER
Larry White, Lexington
RUNNERUP, SENIOR LIVESTOCK
JUDGING CONTEST
Jim Ferguson,
JUNIOR LIVESTOCK JUDGING CONTEST
WINNER
Charles Martin, Lexington
CHAMPION LIVESTOCK JUDGING TEAM
Burr Hall
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HONOR'S BANQUET
Bill Derrick presenfs awards to two high seniorlivestock judges and scholars, G/ennise tk andGreg Martin.
H agan, presenls retiri ng
John Ward, a trophy of
Club president, Ron
B&Bsponsor,Dr.
appreciation.
Doug Brand is presented Sophomore Activi_
ties Award.
Phyll Bourn receives junior workhorse trophy
atter serving on many club commiftees.
K.eith Stuhmer is presented Senior WorkhorseAward. He was euarter Horse Show Chair_
man.
Advisors'
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RE PS AT DAVIS
Through the summer break, most Block and B;idle activities come to an end. But each year, the
club, together with Ak-Sar-Ben, sponsors the trip for the newly elected president and three students to
attend the national American Society of Animal Science meetings. This year, President Bill O'Hare and
juniors Bob Harms, Max Hoffman, and Doug Brand made the trip with junior advisor P. J. Cunningham
to Davis, California. The 10-day trip provided some interesting stops in western United States plus the
four educational days spent at Davis.
While at Davis, the four representatives took part
in research paper presentations, a wine tasting party
sponsored by California Wine Growers Assn., and a
Block and Bridle gettogether. In addition to meeting
students from other chapters, club members showed
slides and exchanged ideas about their chapters at
this meeting, The entire convention was very interesting
and was time well spent, according to the delegates
from Nebraska.
Some of the stops enroute and returning home from
Davis included Salt Lake City, Reno, and Greeley,
where the Block and Bridle representatives took part
in the night life of those towns.
The Old Temple ot the Mormons' in Salt
Lake City.
f-,,
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Downtown Reno, where P. J. Iost
his kids in a card game.
town in Virginia The Bonneville Salt Flats of Utah.
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Part of the old
City.
YOUTHFUL EXHIBITORS RECEIVE AWARDS
Each year at the Nebraska State Fair
promotion program. In 1971, Waverly FFA
third time. Mr. Wes Eberspacher, Seward,
show for the too carcass.
Block and Bridle furnishes four trophies as part of our livestock
Chapter retired the traveling trophy after winning it for the
w'as recipient of the trophy given in the open class wether
Two of the 4-H award winners are oictured below:
Diane Rapp, 17, of Adams receives the Block and Bridle Trophy
for Chamnion Beef Carcass of the 1971 Nebraska Stafe Fair. Club
President, Bill O'Hare is presenting the award. Diane's entry in the
confesf was the first time a heiter carcass has topped the competition.
Bill O'Hare, president of Block and Bridle presenfs the club trophy to
Dale Drahota of Pierce for his entry, which was the Grand Champion
Lamb Carcass in the 4-H Junior Show at the 1971 Nebraska State Fair.
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FALL INITIATES-Le|I to right: Kevin Cooksley,
Randy Kramer, Rodger Richards, Larry Grundman,
Arlyn Panko, Marshall Stu Cooksley, and Chris
Votaw.
SPB/NG INITIATES-Back row: Lynn Godbetsen,
Lowell Schardt;Sth row: Tom Randall, Larry Smith,
Fred Meyer, Keith Volker; 4th row: Bill Hawthorne,
Kathy Geiger, Terry Wilkerson; Srd row: Bruce
Trefter, Fred Bruning, John Ward, Monte Stauffer;
2nd row: Greg Staples, Ernie Gotchall, Jim Feller,
Greg Robinson; Front row: Assf. Marshall Bob
Harms, Dick Helm, Deb Weigel, Neil Tompkins,
Randy Jensen.
1971-1972
NEW INITIATES
This year Block and Bridle initiated twenty-seven
new members under the direction of Marshall Stu
Cooksley and his assistant Bob Harms. These new
members took part in a national test, getting their
B and B plaques signed by officers, faculty, and
members, and also helped in special projects, such
as Kid's Day and the Horsebarn Painting. The an-
nual staff congratulates these new members'
K ID'S DAY-'71
Introducing approximately 250 inter_city 4_Hers to
the animals on the farm, publicizing the club, and pro_
moting the livestock industry was the goal of the Block
and Bridle's first time around ,'KlD,S DAy,,. This com_
munity service program, under the direction of Bob
Harms, involved members by going out into the desig_
nated areas of Lincoln with their cars and returning with
loads of kids and showing them the display of farm
animals other members had arranged. In the barnyard
were a milk cow and calf, sow and litter, beef cow and
calf, steer, ewe and lamb, goats, rabbits, and horse and
foal. The afternoon experience was an enjoyable and
knowledgeable one for all.
"They're really nice,,' was the atmost universal com-
ment as children petted horses and other larm animals
at the Kid's Day.
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"Can I Keep Him?" We helped to bridge a
communication gap between urban and ruralAmerica by establishing an understanding
and a friendship with inquisitive 4-Hers. The
success was measured when saying good_bye-"When can we come Back?"
BTOCK AND BRIDLE SHOWMANSHIP CONTEST
Held in conjunction with the Animal Science Alumni Days, the 1971 LITTLE AK-SAR-BEN Showman-
ship Contest was well attended by students, members, parents, friends, and staff on October 31. Chair-
man Bob Kracke entered 92 contestants. Announcer Larry White's oratory prowess was appreciated
during the classic "professor's hog drive." Ringman Jerry Cool tried to keep his cool while expert show-
men vied for prizes, and Queen Sue Vierregger handed out the plaques and ribbons.
The committee of judges selected the winner from individual species winners. Grand Champion Show-
man was John Maahs, Lincoln, after topping all swine contestants, and Bill Gergen, won the sheep
showmanship title before being selected Reserve Grand Showman.
Other winners were-
LORRAINE ANDERSON
RONNIE MORGAN
SARA KLEMM
RANDY NABER
FRITZ STEINHOFF
GREG PHIFER
Champion Dairy Showman
Champion Beef Showman
Reserve Sheep Showman
Reserve Swine Showman
Reserve Dairy Showman
Reserve Beef Showman
Judges for the events were-
Bob Beck. Fremont Swine
Larry Kubicek, Ceresco Sheep
C. W. Nibler, Lincoln Dairy
Galen Frenzen, Fullerton Beef
AK-SAR-BEN sponsored the plaques and ribbons and cash awards were given by the Block and Bridle
club to the winners.
In the wild and wooly Professor's Hog Drive that took place during intermission, seventeen profes-
sors drove their "projects" before the audience. The competition was tough, but first place was finally
awarded to Jimmy Wise, although there was some contention as to eligibility by top contenders Professor
R. B, Warren and Dr. Ted Doane.
\
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THE WINNER'S CIRCLE
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GRAND CHAMPION SHOWMAN-John Maahs
Overall Grand Champion Showman. John was
of Waverly receives his Ak-Sar-Ben plaque for being the
also the Champion Swine showman with his Duroc barrow.
Ronny Morgan, Burwell, receives the Champion
Beel Showman Award lrom Queen Sue Vierregger.
Lorraine Anderson of Scribner was the Champion
Dairy Showman.
Bill Gergen, Geneva, won the Reserve Champion
Showman Honors with this Hampshire lamb.
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LITTLE AK.SAR-BEN ACTION
Sheep judge Larry Kubicek handles one contest-
ant's lamb as the crowd watches.
Dick Helms of Holbrook grooms his Hereford steer
as he makes final preparations for entry into the
show ring.
In the Professor's Hog Drive, Coach R. B. Warren
whoops it up for fhe spectafors.
Although it was a hog driving confesf two contest-
ants showed up with "hogs of a different breed" as
Jimmy Wise's and Dr. Doane's goat and lamb pre-
pare for a title bout.
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1971 HAM SALES
Ham Sales netted $3,509.16 in the
1971 money making project. A record-
breaking 25,754 pounds of Hormel Cure-
81 was sold by B & B members and
queen contestants. Whole hams were
$1.27 per pound and half hams sold for
$1.29 per pound. Ham co-chairmen Gary
Kubicek and Larry Engstrom put in long
hours at the Meat Lab weighing and
checking out hams.
The Hormel Cure-9l Hams, sold by Block and Bridle Club
members to raise tunds for the club's many activities.
1971
This fall, as part of Animal Science Alumni Days,
and to endorse the "Big Red", Block and Bridle
Club sold wool pelts. Twenty-six red and white,
plain p.elts were ordered from Midwest Wool Com-
pany of Kansas City. Doane's Catering Service
then placed a white N on red pelts and a red N
on white pelts. These pelts were then sold at a
club sponsored stand at the October 15, Nebraska-
Kansas Homecoming Game. The crowd was large
but sales were limited, so Chairman Gary Kubicek
sold Big Red Pelts for the rest of the school year.
However, most are now gone and the club did not
come out on the short end of this venture.
PELT SALES
Dr.Ted Doane, Sheep Extension-
isf, displays one of the Block and
Bridle Pelts.
B and B CHRISTMAS COFFEE
"THANK-YOU," to animal science instructors
and staff was the theme of the first Block and
Bridle Christmas Coffee.
Approximately 200 staff members and students
attended the brunch in Marvel Baker Student Li-
brary on December 17, 1971.
To promote our annual ham sales, the club
served Hormel Cure 81 ham, several varieties of
cheese and coffee.
The new project, headed by senior Phyll Bourn,
was very successful and perhaps will be another
B and B project in future years.
ll\
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Decisions, Decisions!
Dr. Frank Baker, department chairman, Dean ot
Agriculture Franklin Eldridge, and Advisor Dr.
Robert Appleman eat, drink, and be merry at the
Christmas Coffee.
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''THE TROOPS AFE FED-GOODWILL TO SPREAD"
B and B COUNTRY WESTERN DANCE
The 1972 Block and Bridle Queen Coronation
and Western Dance was held February 11, 1972.
Miss Kathy Geiger was crowned 1972 Block and
Bridle Queen, by Susie Vierregger, the retiring
queen.
Gary Kubicek and Larry Engstrom, Ham Sales
Chairmen, announced the top five ham salesmen.
They were:
1. Chris Votaw
2. Gary Kubicek
3. Rodger Richards
4. Fred Bruning
5. Larry White
"Norm Sullivan and the Boys" provided the
music for the dance, which was held at East Union.
Gary Kubicek, Master of Ceremonies, congratu-
lates the new Queen and her court.
Mr. and Mrs. Mick Knott swingin' to the beat ot
the band.
"Norm Sullivan and the
sound.
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Boys" playing a happy
1972 BandB QUEEN CONTEST
Finatists trom teft to right were: Linda Rasmussen, Kay Munn, Sherryl Rathman, Sara KIemm and Kathy
Geiger.
The 1972 Block and Bridle Queen is Kathy Geiger, a sophomore, from Cozad, Nebraska' The 20
year old animal science - medical technology major sold an excess of $5,000 worth of hams before win-
ning her title. Miss Geiger is a member of Block and Bridle, University 4-H Club and represented
Gamma Phi Beta in the contest. She was a 4-H member for 10 years, winning both State Fair Livestock
and Meats Judging Contests. Kathy is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Geiger.
Sara Klemm, a junior studying interior design, was first runnerup. Sara is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edmund Klemm from Exeter and represented Delta Delta Delta'
Sherryl Rathman, a Burr Hall representative was second runnerup. A sophomore studying home
economics education, she is from Wood River and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Rathman'
Other finalists were Kay Munn of Waverly and Linda Rasmussen from Waterbury. Kay, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Munn' is a junior in animal science and represented Rodeo Club. Linda, Kappa
Delta, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Rasmussen and is majoring in business education.
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MISS
KATHY GEIGER
BLOCK and
BRIDLE AUEEN
1972
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COME to a BARN PAINTIN'
It was wear your grubbies and bring a brush as Block and Bridle members painted the horse barn.
The club was asked by the Animal Science department if they would be interested in painting the not
so beautiful judging pavillion, and the club voted to do so. The two day ordeal was chairmanned by
Russ Lechtenberg, and when it was all over, the barn was truly the eighth wonder of the world.
Bob Brummels and Dennis Kahl give the long
handled brushes a workout!
One member using a little elbow grease to
remove dry, flaky paint.
Larry Engstrom, Advisor P.
and Jim LaRue studY the
betore ofler i ng suggestions.
Gary Zoubek looks
cage as he paints
furnace.
as h$tppy as a bird in a
corner pipes around the
J. Cunningham,
entire situation
Chairman
doors.
Freshman Becky Brownson works ahead of
painters as she vacuums dirt and paint chips
from window sill.
Russ does paint trim around the
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SPRING TOUR HEADS WEST
The 1971 Block and Bridle Spring Tour went west this year as thirty-three Block and Bridle mem-
bers, students and faculty, toured stops in Kansas, Colorado, and Nebraska. The 1,200 mile tour was di-
rected by Max Hoffman, and contained a variety of stops. The first two days were plagued with a 12
inch snow and forced cancellation of two stops to Parker Arabian horses and Warren Livestock
Ranches. However, the bus driver rallied and the remaining stops were interesting and tour members
learned individual, factual, and contrasting point of views from the different managers of different
operations.
The tour left Lincoln at 4:30 a.m. March 27 and took a total of four days. The night stops were Limon
and Ft. Collins, Colorado, and Cheyenne Wyoming. Special guests on the tour were Kathy Geiger, cur-
rent Block and Bridle Queen, and Linda Rasmussen and Sherryl Rathman, two of the queen finalists.
As in the past, the tour was held in conjunction with the ham sales. lf a member sold $500.00 or more
of hams, he received free transportation. lf his sales were less than that amount, a certain percentage
of his tour was paid for. Newly initiated freshmen got to go on the tour for free.
The following pictures illustrate each stop made on the tour, with a few extra shots of the touring
members taken by Ted Acton, tour photographer.
flWM
1. At Cawker City, Kansas, Arnold Rose tel/s us of his 1,000
sow complete confinement program, lrom breeding to market.
As part of disease prevention we did not leave the bus, but
Mr. Rose and his lather did a thorough iob of explaining and
answering questions about their total operation. (left)
2. Our second sfop was the Kansas State Experiment Station
at Colby, Kansas. Atter being greeted by Doctor Don Good, we
saw practical research being conducted on sheep and cattle,
and took part in a Sheep Producer's Field Day and Lamb
Bar-B-Que.
3. Mr. Tom Lassiter was our cordial host af the Lassifer Beef-
master Ranch at Matheson, Colorado. Here he explains to us
the "natural" way he goes about selecting and breeding his
600 cow herd. This stop proved to be one ol the more interest-
ing and controversial sfops on the tour. (right)
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4. The first stop of the
second day was Coors
Brewery at Golden,
Colorado. Here, tour
members viewed the
processes ol malting,
fermenting, and actual
brewing. The above
picture shows the fin-
ished product being
packaged. Coors is fhe
fourth largest brewery,
making five million
cans a day.
6. At Colorado State University in Fort Collins, the
touring members saw the Colorado State campus,
Vet School, and Ag Experiment Sfafions. Here we
view the meat lab of The Animal Science Depart-
ment.
5. At lnternational Beet
Breeders in Denver,
Colo., Ernie Gotschall
views the quick freez-
ing ol semen vials.
Tour members viewed
the semen collection
and processing, and
viewed many of the
top domestic and exo-
tic bulls in the United
Sfafes.
7. One of the very impressive sfops t,vas the
100,000 head Monfort Feedlots at Greeley. From
the tookout tower all you can see is teedlot. The
teedlot head veterinarian explained to us the man-
agement and production procedures.
9. At the AJR Holstein Dairy Farm at Greeley, we
viewed over 500 cows on one of the midwest's
newest and most modern dairy operations.
11. The Carlson Angus Ranch was the /asf stop on
the tour. This 600 cow, straight Angus commercial
herd is known lor it's high quality feeder cattle,
shovvn at the major U.S. Livestock shows.
8. At Monfort Packing Co., tour
the most modern techniques in
and processing.
members viewed
beef slaughtering
10. ln Sidney Nebraska, the Block and Bridle tour
stopped at the all new feedlots which have twelve
thousand head capacity. ln the picture below, tour
members view the modern working shoofs and hy-
draulic dipping vats.
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"SMlLE 
- 
YOU'RE on CANDID CAMERA!"
" l can't believe they
drank the whole thing!"
TOUR
"Match your two and
raise you three!"
5HOT5
"Forty winks and they'll
be ready tor tonight!"
"Let there be light!"
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SENIOR LIVESTOCK TEAM
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Coach Ted Doane, Dr. Frank Baker, Roger Kubicek, Crete; Jim Ferguson, Springview; Chuck Graff , Ban-
croft; Jerry Fudge, Ashtand; Greg Phifer, Mason City; Btaine Richards, Bob Kracke, Geneva; Bruce Rick'
ertsen, Lexington; Larry White, Lexington; and Coach R. B. Warren.
NATIONAL BARROW SHOW
Team-First
lnd ivid uals
Chuck Graff-Second
Larry White-Third
Roger Kubicek-Fourth
Jim Ferguson-Sixth
Blaine Richards, alt.
Bruce Rickertsen, alt.
Bob Kracke, alt.
American Royal
Team-Ninth Overall
Sheep-First
Hogs-Fourth
Cattle-Eig hteenth
Horses-N ineteenth
lnd ividuals
Larry White
Sheep-Third, tie
Hogs-Fifth, tie
Roger Kubicek-Fourth, tie
Sheep-Fourth, tie
Hogs-Fifth, tie
Chuck Graff
Bob Kracke
Greg Phifer
Jim Ferguson, alt,
Chicago lnternational
Team-Tenth Overall
Cattle-Fou rteenth
Hogs-Fifth
Sheep-Th irteenth
lndividuals
Roger Kubicek-
Sheep-First
Overal l-Twenty-n i nth
Chuck Graff
Bob Kracke
Greg Phifer
Larry White
Bruce Rickertsen, alt.
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1971 - 72 SENIOR MEATS TEAM
Back Row: Mike Robinson,
Department Chairman ; Dean
Lynn Holden, Walnut, Calif.;
Elkhorn; Phil Roubal, North Bend; Coach Jimmy Wise;
Batie, Lexington; CIint Zvacek, Pender. Front Row: Doug
Phyll Bourn, Lexington; Vic Knutson, Wilsonville.
Dr. Frank Baker,
Brand, Fremont;
BEEF JUDGING
BEEF GRADING
PORK JUDGING
LAMB JUDGING
OVERALL
INDIVIDUALS
AMERICAN ROYAL
Fifth
Ninth
Third
Ninth
Sixth
Roubal-6th
INTERNATIONAL
Fourth
Fifrh
Eleventh
Second
Third
Knutson-4th
Batie-5th
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JUNIOR LIVESTOCK JUDGING TEAM
FRONT ROW: Rick Larson, Clint Zvacek, Doug Brand, Gary Stauffer, Chuck Schroeder, and Ronnie
Morgan.
SECOND ROW: Coach Bobby Moser, Phit Roubal, Mike Robinson, Max Hoffman, Steve Dean, Kent Helm,
John Maahs.
THTRD ROW: Coach Jimmy Wise, Mick Knott, Mark Jensen, Dave rqasmussen, Lonnie Stahlecker, Bob
Harms, Coach R. B. Warren.
NOT PTCTURED: Dr. Ted Doane, Wool Coach'
NATIONAL I/VESTERN SOUTHWESTERN FT. WORTH HOUSTON NATIONAL
Team-Eleventh Team-Fourth Team-Tenth
lndividuals Individuals lndividuals
Dave Rasmussen Steve Dean-First Chuck Schroeder
Ron Morgan Mike Robinson-sixteenth John Maahs
Kent Helm Phil Roubal-Twentieth Doug Brand
Gary Stauffer Lonnie Stahlecker Max Hoffman
Chr.Lck Schroeder Rick Larsen Clint Zvacek
Carload Team-Sixth Mike Robinson-Top Angus
lndividuals Judge
Stauffer-Fifth
Morgan-Seventh
Wool Team-Ninth
lndividuals
Max Hoffman
Bob Harms
Clint Zvacek
Mark Jensen, alt.
OMAHA MEAT ANIMAL AND
EVALUATION CONTEST
Team-Sixth
lnd ividuals
Rick Larsen-Fourth
Mike Robinson-tenth in
market division
Phil Roubal
Max Hoffman
Gary Stauffer
1972
SOUTHWESTERN CONTEST
BEEF JUDGING
BEEF GRADING
PORK JUDGING
LAMB JUDGING
OVERALL
JUNIOR MEATS TEAM
Back Row: Kay Munn, Waverly; Charles Kreshel, Wilber; Jim Damrow, Diller; John Crook, Nebraska City;
Coach Jimmy Wise.
Front Row: Terry Kitt, Wauneta; Denny Hentzen, Seward; Gary Kubicek, Crete; Dave Janovec, Chapman.
TEAM
Third
Second
Fou rth
Third
Third
INDIVIDUAL
Munn-4th
Kreshel-1st
Kreshel-5th
Munn-7th
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DR. PEO WINS OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD
The club offers its congratulations to Dr.
Ernest R, Peo, Jr., who is the 1972 recipient of
one of five outstanding teacher awards. He was
presented $1,000 and a gold medallion at Hon-
or's Convocation, held March 14 at the NU
Coliseum.
"Dr. Peo is an outstanding teacher and leader
in both the graduate and undergraduate pro-
grams, and an outstanding researcher," said
Dr. Frank Baker, department chairman. "He
makes animal nutrition very interesting and
worthwhile," a student commented.
Dr. Peo was selected on the basis of teacher
evaluations and through the opinions of over
100 of his students who were interviewed, to
represent the College of Agriculture.
A member of Phi Kappa Phi, Gamma Sigma
Delta, Sigma Psi, and the American Society of
Animal Science, Dr. Peo has also been honored
by the Nebraska Pork Producers.
REPORT from NATIONAL BL0CK and BRIDLE
Professor R. B. Warren, National B & B First Vice-president and livestock team coach, Jim Wise,
meats team coach and members of the meats and livestock judging teams attended the National Block
and Bridle Meeting. The annual business meeting was held during the Chicago International in Novem-
ber. Lynn Holden, club historian, saw the fruits of her efforts when the yearbook placed fourth. Nebraska
Chapter won fifth place in over-all activities. In the following business meeting officers were elected.
Discussion on the method of selection of Senior Merit Trophy and Junior Scholastic awards brought
revamping of the national rules.
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BLOCK and BRIDLE\\THANKS YOUII
The club would like to express its gratitude for the support given to its projects and activities. This
contributed in making 1971-72 another successful year for the club.
The members of Block and Bridle would like to thank the following people and firms for the help given
to the club:
Dr. Robert Appleman
Dr. P. J. Cunningham
Dr. Roger Mandigo
University of Nebraska Animal Science
lnstructors and Staff
Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben
Judges of Little Ak-Sar-Ben
1972 Queen Finalists
Marvin Copple
Ralston Purina, Regional Office-Omaha
First National Bank, Lincoln
Lincoln National Bank of Commerce
Citizens State Bank of Lincoln
General Tobacco and Candy Co., Lincoln
Lincoln Army & Western Wear
Barth's Drug and Hardware
Cornhusker Holiday Inn
Commonwealth Company
ANNUAL ADVERTISERS
International Beef Breeders
Lloyd Geweke Family
Nebraska Consolidated Breeders and Feeders
Assn.
Howard Pitzer, Ericson
Page Trophy Shop, Lincoln
THE EMBLEM
The Block and Bridle Emblem's significant
to club members. lt represents the principles
on which this club is built. Character, sin-
cerity, and a moral life are asked of members
when they join and are depicted in the straight
perpendicular of the "8". The distinct curves
of the "8" are symbolic of the social pleasure,
mental energy and determination of members.
The meat block represents the material as-
pects of our life, The bridle stands for the
behavior of B & B members, the control over
ourselves that we try to maintain, the manner-
isms and respect we show toward others and
the way which we treat animals.
Dave Martin, Denton
Clyde Scott, North Platte
Grand lsland Western Shoo
John McCallister, Pres., CHAN
R. B. Warren, Lincoln
Wilson's, Omaha
Twin A Cutlery, Abilene, Kansas
Safeway Stores, Lincoln
Omaha Union Stockvards
Cy Winkler
Bill Derrick
Horse Show Class Sponsors
American Stores
Nebraska Farmer
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-LARGE LITTERS
*GOOD CARCASSES
-COMPLETE PRODUCT TESTED
CLOSED PRIMARY HERD
SELECTED SINCE I895 FOR
-FAST EFFICIENT GAINS
*FREEDOM FROM DEFECTS
-OFFICIALLY WEIGHED AND PROBED
WALDO FARMS DUROCS
ln 1970, we registered 2327 Durocs. This is on oll-time record number for ony swine breeder in any
breed.
We hqve serviceoble oge boors ovoilqble the yeor oround os well os femoles. lf you wont to produce
purebred or crossbreds ond need one heqd or o trucklood, we con generolly fill your oider with guoronteed
sotisfoction.
FARM TESTING
Pictured are littermote boors in one of 24 test pens which we use for test for feed efficiency. This
building olso contoins 22 lorger pens for use in prog3ny testing.
The first group of 36 boors tested weighed 217 lbs, ot 140 days, 2,13 lb. overoge doily goin, 0,91 probe with 253 feed
effic iency.
Our first barrows in Senek test stotion included fostest growing borrow ond the leonest borrow. They overoged 30.2 length,
1.02 bockfot, 5.00 loin with 133 doys to 200 lbs.
The top pen in oll tests in Alberto, Conodo this yeor ond the second top pen lost yeor (63 groups tested) corried Woldo
breeding.
SLAUGHTER CHECKS
Since we storted our primory herd, 53 sloughter checks consisting of 558 hogs hove been mode by the University of Nebrosko.
505 heod were cleored immediotely. Only 45 lung somples ond only 8 snouts were eyen questioned ond oll proved negotive ot the
lob. We no\{ poss sloughter check 8 times per yeor.
Recommended for totol confinement or posture-Good motherc
Figures on 25 borrows sent to Hormel for sloughter check ond cut out informotion April l97I: qyeroge 195 lbs,,30,l inches
fength, 1,2 inches bqckfot,5.l inches loin eye, l7.l percent ham,122.4 index,92o/o grode one ond perfect quolity score,
VISIT,
Willord Woldo
402-583-5220
George Commock
402-683-341 5
WRITE OR CALL WALDO FARMS
Mox Woldo
402-583-5225
DeWitt, Nebrsskq 68341
Highest indexing Duroc pen ot Senek test stotion Jonuory, 1972. Three litter mctes overoged 2.44 lbs of goin per doy on
2.44 l6s. of feed. Best borrow tested 42.45 percent hom ond loin, 6.3 inch loin eye, 29.3 length, l.l7 bockfot with 3-3 (perfect)
quolity score.
Twenty-six borrows sent to Hormel on Oct. 26, 197 1, for sloughter check ond cut-out hod following figures: 30.7 length,
1.30 bockfot, 17.36 percent hcm, 5.3.l sq. inch loin eye, 127 hom-loin index ond oll hod percet 3-3 quolity icore.
Six pigs in 197 1ME contest, totooed ot birth ond officiolly weighed by Nebrosko SPF fieldmon, overoged 243 lbs. ot 140 doys
QYz monthi with overoge bockfot of l.l inches odjusted to 200 lbs. Our 2nd ond 3rd ME borrows over oll breeds ot Nebrosko
Stote Foir overoged .467 l6s. of hom ond loin per doy of oge, 5.00 loin eye,3l.25 length. 1.44 octuol bockfot ot 245 lbs.
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NEBRASKA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION , INC.
ANd NEBRASKA PORKETTES
"The Voice ol the Nebras/<o Pork Producer"
SALUTES THE NEBRASKA
& BRIDLE CLUBBLOCK
AND ENCOURAGES THE
CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT
OF FUTURE LEADERS OF
THE ANIMAL INDUSTRY
KRIVOLAVEK DUROCS
OUALITY BEFORE OUANTITY
OUR I97I NEBNASKA STATE FAIN
RESENVE JN. CHAMPION BOAR
HK DANDY DUKE
* Our herd ranks 9th Nationally in ihe produciion of
Certilied Meat Litters, the only Nebraska herd in
the toP liftY.
* We build our repulaiion through continuous on-the'
farm performance lesting and back lhat information
with Swine Testing Slalions. The 1972 Spring pigs
are being lested al Wymore, Clarkson, and Macomb,
Illinois.
AttEN KRIVOTAVEK HENRY KRIVOTAVEK
DORCHESTER, NEBRASKA
PADO DYNAMIC BRUTE II5X
by Moxi-Brute (Kenmor President 26AX)
Also using:
KINNABER LEADER 9thx
ATB TROUBADOR lIthX
Bulls ond Club Colves for Sole in the Foll
Roubal Stock Farms
LLOYD AND PHIL ROUBAL
NORTH BEND, NEBR.
From N.E. Cotner, % Mi. North
PHONE 402-652-3488402.946-28s6 402-946.301 I
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When you think beef, THINK
When you think HEREFORDS,
HEREFORDS, thc
think UPSTREAM.
;*1.*u*=:- l*-;,e. id,
GREATEST beef breed on earth.
they will give you pride and profit.
MEEKS
PHONE 308-942-6468
UPSTREAM RANCH
ATFNED AND FERRAL
TAYLOR, NEBRASKA
TWIN MILLS
ANGUS RANCH
& RANDY NELSON
Nebrqsko 68814
308-935-3486
& Commercial ANGUS
CO/APLI/AENIS
RICH
Ansley,
Registered
NUN FARMS
Registered:
DUROC
YONKSHINE
POLAND CHINA
Quality Tested Breeding Stock
Nebraska Certified Seed
Ph. 295-2267
RURAL ROUTE I
OHIOWA, NEBRASKA 68416
CARLSON RANCH CO.
LODGEPOLE,
55
NEBRASKA 69149
BI.ILL POWER
Wbetber From A Close-LIp ar At A Glance
*i{ t."
X:",w
ROLLO HUSKER
,,Mr. Do It All" A big, tremendously long, powerful A massive moderrr muscular individual. He weighed
individual. IIe was .rrEa fot several f"u., L, ouf com- more than a ton on his third birthday. His first calf
mercial herd before seeinq service on our purebred crop has more than exceeded _our-greatest exPectations'
."*- irr" nrst registered ."jr r-- him *as C'hampion r.o.ik for them this fall and winter at some of the
Nebraska Bred Bull at the '71 Nebrasku Sirte fruir. shows, or better yet, stoP in and take a look at Red,
Steers from him have consistently hung carcasses which his offspring, our other Eerd bulls and their ofispring'
grade, have little outside cover, and have over two
inches of loineye per cwt. carcass.
OTHERHERDSIRES_BANNERPRINCE3IgANDRoLLoMODE29
BREEDING CATTLE FOR SALE AT ALL TIMES, CLUB CALVES WILL BE SOLD AT THE ANNUAL
PAWNEE ROUNDUP AT THE DR. N. W. KRUSE AND SONS FARM, GENOA, NEBR. IN NOVEMBER'
C. E. FRENZEN AND SONS
CLARENCE & GALEN MARLIN
PHONE A.C. 308-536-2069 536-2990
PERFECT MIXER 284_"RED"
FULLERTON,
NEBRASKA 68638
CONGRATULATIONS
B&B
on onother yecrr
occomplishment!ol
Want More
Length and Muscle
Assisting Sires:
PF Pres Larrep 2
PF Rollo Lamp 6l
LDR Pawnee Mixer 2
Weaning Weight Averages:
(with no creep feed)
PRIETERT FARMS
Registered Polled Hereford
Fairmont, Nebr.
Elmet & Neil
Off Interstate 80
l0 miles So. of U.S. 8l Exit
Phone: 268-3901
26&3939
P.F. Pres. Beau Rollo
WW
FEETIS
56
S. ANo W. ANeus RANeH
GIENIL OFFICES: I55O EAST TATH STFIEET
MINNEAPC,LIA' ll.INNESEIIA 55423
O SHELDON Z, WERT-MANAGING PARTNER
I 550 Eost 78th Street
M!nneopolis, Minnesoto
Office: A. C. 612l861-3383
Home: A. C. 612lWE 5-3858
O CLARK SCHAFFERT, MANAGER
Woubun, Minnesoto 
-A. C. 218/473-6123
O WALTER HABERMAN 
- 
MANAGER
Purdum, Nebrosko-A' C. 308/834-3235
RANCH LOCATIONS:
Woubun, Minn.
Purdum, Neb.
CONGRATI.ILATIONS!
U N BLOCK 6. BRIDLE CLUB FOR YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS
DURING THE PAST YEAR. WE EXTEND AN INVITATION
TO VISIT OUR RANCH ANYTIME. \ME ARE ALWAYS
GLAD TO BE OF SERVICE.
LAFLIN ANGUS
Performance tested Angus since 1957 . Featuring
Emulous and Bardoliermere bloodlines.
Typ" tells you what an animal appears to be-
Pedigree tells you what an animal should be-
Performance tells you whaf an animal acfually is.
Our herd bull batfery includes three , 4 pound
gainers on 'l4O d"Y tesf and a
Certified Meat Sire.
L. E. LAFLIN
Crab Orchard, Nebraska
57
4021876-2661
"\Mhere quality is higher than the price"
QUALITY SPF
BOARS 
-
YORKSHIRE
GILTS
Harold Cerny
Route 2-Dorchester, Nebr.
946-2800
Warren Cerny
Route 2-Crete, Nebr.
826-8198
4l of 42 Grqded Number I qt Hormels
The Kind Top Commercial Pork Producers Demand
ZELLER BROTHERS
Ravenno, Nebraska
Registered & Commercial
HEREFORDS
ROBINSON FARMS
Notionol & Nebrosko Accredited
SPF REGISTERED HAMPSHIRES
Top Quolity Stock For Sole The Yeor Round
,,TESTING AND CUTOUT DATA" A
"MULT|PLE BLOODLINES" <t:a#)
RANDoLPH, NEBRASKA 
"W
Phone 402-337-0717 68771
ATBERT KASSIK, JR.
LEONARD KASSIK
CUSTOM FEED GRINDING,
MIXING AND PEILETING
KASSIK FORMULA FEEDS
MANUFACTURING
KASSIKS SUNCURED ALFALFA MEALS
MILIIGAN & RAVENNA,
NEBRASKA
PHONE 629-2335
1161s
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WHAT DIFFERENCE
BULL MAKES!!
THE BOLD PROGRESS MADE BY COLOSSAL
ECHOES THROUGHOUT THE BREED-
O ln on ero when the breed most
needed o sire to revitolize the
industry, Colossol wos the onswer.
A mossive bull himself, he hod
the genetic prepotency to sire his
scole, extro length ond muscling
into his sons ond doughters.
o The show ring successes of his
progeny ore nothing short of fon-
tostic. In this period of ropid
chonge within the industry when
most firms ore finding it neces-
sory to purchose their show string,
Sholco hos continued to win with
the home bred progeny of Colos-
sol.
O The sole of Colossol sons ond
doughters, ond his service on bred
femoles, hos creoted record prices
ot ouction-yet the exciting feo-
ture here is the profit thot cus-
tomers hove mode on cottle pur-
chosed in these ouctions. Never
before in modern Angus history
hove so mony breeders turned o
profit on o sire's progeny.
The Widest Selection of Angus Bulls in fhe World . .
From one locafionf
coLossAL CATTLE co.
w. F.
JERRY FITZGERALD
Sholco Ronch Division
308/783-r845
Box 306, Minotore, Nebrosko
''BILL'' SMITH DAVE CANNING WEIR STEWART, JR.
SHALCO DTVTSTON
Office Phone:
308/783-r 400
SUGAR LOAF DIVISION
Office Phone:
703/885-5 I 48
DOUG LIVESAY
Sugor Loof Form Division
703/885-2127
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PROVEN PERFORMANCE CHAROLAIS
_ BACKED BY _
12 Years of Performance Records
6 Years of Carcass Records
At the 1970 Ogollolo Bull Test we hod the top goining bull on test qnd the highest overqge goining con-
signment of bulls on test.
MAIN HERD BULLS
McADOO M2721
owned with:
by MIGUEL ACOSTA MGM McAVERY M10023 by MIGUEL ACOSTA
Gene French, Broken Bow owned with: Mervin Zysset, Fornom
Midwest Breeders, Showono O. V. Teel, McCook
YOUR PERFORMANCE STOP!
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME MEMBER: AICA, ANCA, SCA, NCCA, NSGA & NBCIA
FOR DETAILS: ROGER P. FRENCH
FRENCH
CHAROLAIS RANCH
Mulf en, Nebraska 69152
r.e*Q|tr
A livestock merchondising estoblishment, designed to do the iob FOR you ond WITH you. We offer o
dependoble seryice to cottle bieeders, OF ALL BREEDS, qt o reosonoble price.
NATIONAL LIVESTOCK BROKERS, INC.
P.O. BOX I249 NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA 59IOI
NATIONAL LIVESTOCK BROKERS, INC.
JIM BALDRIDGE ,,SPUD" KUHLMANN
308-532-0800
CHARLIE MOORE
LIMOUSINANGUS SIMMENTAL CHAROLA!S
POLLED HEREFORD MAINE ANJOU
Best Wisbes
from
The Cleo Flultine's
POLLED
SFIORTI{ORNS
since L899
Saronville, Nebraska 68975
402-773-5L34
Visitors
SPENCE ANGUS FARMS
REGISTERED ANGUS CATTTE
ROBIN A. & PAULENE E. SPENCE, OWNERS
Beotrice. Nebroskq
Route I
402-223-5152
HERD SIRES
EMULOUS 6137-sire of 7, 4 lb. ADG bulls
on l40 doys officiol test ot Holdenville ond Ring-
ling, Oklohomo tests.
Sired top selling bull in 1970 Ringling tests
for $4600
Sired top selling bull in l97l Lof lin Brothers
sole.
JUNIOR HERD SIRE
Emulous HOS9-Son of Emulous
6137 & hod 4 lb. ADG in 1969TTT I
w e l,corne
Pn0-llt 0attl e Eo.
T. J. Peters
o Li*estock' lnsurance
,,,' 
:i.,;rr-.
,,r''f ,;,, o Salgs 'Mana'gern'en,t", '
o'jHerd Sale Consultants r:'r,
r o Breeders for Chianina 
',
- -l 
Y YUVI 
- 
t Vl 
-t 
llvl lrr lv
o Purebred order buying
-- 
I /A I I
'., o Stock & Horse trailers 
,'
:t 
,,:
o Private treaty sales
-I''", Inqurre about calt contracts
:: ': 
' 
,., ., .l ',,,
;t'i,"'
BUY YOUR SEMEN FROM PEOPLE . ."'".
WH@-', CAN SELL YOUR CATTLE
i:''''l't'"'ti;
Semen Distributors For
INTERNATIONAL BEEF BREEDERS
520 South 10th Ave. Broken Bow, Nebraska 872-5809
BRUNER
ANGUS
OUR CHOICE HERD HEADED BY
FOUR WINDS EITEENMERE 912
Support the
NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION
RICHARD l. and DONICE BRIJNER
Phone 357-2438 Dovid City, 3 eqst Yz So.
NATIOI\AL AUCTION
SERVICE
COLUMBUS, NEBRASKA
Paul L. Gondrineer
Columbus, Nebri'ska 4U2-564-0364
Galen E. Frenzen
Fullerton, Nebraska 308-536-2069
Ronald L. Sabata
Bellwood, Nebraska 402-5384663
I-IVESTOCK
i)ERSONAL PITOPERTY
COMPLETIi
AUC |ION SERVICI
VTM
REGISTERED HEREFORDS
VINCENT & THYRA MARVIN
lmperial, Nebraska
308-882-523 5
^ Fre Our Oo.r,.
3ua" 
r' 
.ro
(roB,,rll, Are Our Speciolty\
Herdsmcrn:
Lorry & Cynthio White
IU-Herefords
Impericrl, Nebrasko 69033
Bulls For Sole
At Atl Times
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NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION
An Organization Dedicated 'Io The Promotion And
Improvement of ANGUS CATTLE In Nebraska
. Strong, active membership o Annuol Directory o News/ etter
o Field Days o Strong Junior Angus promotion o Recog nitions
Annual Nebraska Angus Events ll Here Are The Reasons Cattlemen
Get Extra Profits With Angus
Feb.-Nebraska Angus Futurity Show & Sale, ll
Fonner Park, Grand Ishhd, Neb. ll nequire No Dehorning
Junior steer show ll 
tardy' superior Rustlers
Junior Futurity Show ll Disease Resistant
Less Calving Trouble
Apr.-"Open to the World" Angus Bull Sale, ll
Atkinson, Neb' ll Excellent Mothersll uest For Crossbreeding
Annual Angus Calf Sale ll Command Prernium Prices
Nov.-Fall Buu sale ll tuperior carcasses
Valentine. Neb. ll Modern Beef Type
IT PAYS TO KNOW lAORE ABOUT ANGUS
Put en ANGUS in your Future
NEBRASKA ANGUS ASSOCIATION, INC.
For Information: Percy
Madison,
II. Upton, Secretary-Treasurer
Nebraska 68748
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LIVESTOCK HAULING
SAND_GRAVEL
FREIGHT_GRAIN
ROELFS TRANSFER
OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
OPERATING IN EIGHT STATES
793-5355
DILLER, NEBRASKA
LEONARD RoElFs-Orrner-Operator
EEDLOT
ENCING
tNc.
BRUNING,
NEBRASKA
353-4455
WIRE.AAESH-PANEtS
PIPE.TUBING
Why Keep Rebuilding?
Build For A Lifetime!
SCHNUELLE
CHAROLAIS
Top Domestic and French Lines
Percentage lo 3/+ French Purebreds
LYLE SCHNUELTE
HARBINE, NEBRASKA
402-754-4269
WESTERN LIVESTOCK
AUCTION CO
oFFtcE, 308-532-0861
NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA
GLEN HELBERG
s32-2761
JAMES CALHOUN
532-0249
HEART OF THE GOOD SANDHILL CATTLE
Speciol Feeder Soles on Tuesdoy in Seoson
CATTLE SALE EVERY FRIDAY
"THANK YOU"
TYNYWTRA FARMS
USING TWO OUTSTANDING POLLED SIRES
BUTTE SPRINGS FREDDY
SUTHERTAND GOTIATH
T &. J HUMPHREYS
WOLCOTT RT. 2 INDIANA
219-279-237 4 or 279-2507
HORSE EQUIPMENT
COWBOY BOOTS
AMERICAN HATS
LEATHER GOODS
SADDLE REPAIR
BELTS & CHAPS
NORTH PLATTE SADDTERY
.'HIS & HER SHOP''
217 EAST 6TH, NORTH PLAT|E, NEBRASKA
GENE CAIN, owner 308-534-2455
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Test Station
Weight, Probe and
Cut-Out Data
SIOUX EMPIRE FARM SHOW
Champion Carcass
NORFOLK
Reserve Champion Live
Champion Carcass
4fh Carcass
MIDWEST MARKET HOG SHOW
Champion Carcass
5th Carcass
1972 sHow WINNINGS
Top Quality
Breeding Stock
For Sale
Hom & Loin
46.O1
45.93
44.18
48.37
47.64
Length
30.3"
30.5
31.7
30.8
29.5
B.F.
o.7"
LEA
4.85 sq.
7.O
7.3
5.5
6.6
In.
1.1
1.1
0.8
1.0
JOHN VOLK &. SONS
John, Meredith, Van & Tim
SPF Hampshires, Yorkshires and Durocs
BATTLE CREEK, NEBRASKA 68715
402-675-5487
Also-Simmenfal Bull Calves and Club Calves For Sale This Year
FURBY QUARTER HORSES
HORSES BRED FOR WORK ANDWITH RUNNING BLOODLINES
K|NG ROPER (Sorret) p.73,510
Son of Roper Boy_Sire of AGHi'at,ornp,
BERT STAR BANDTT (Boy) 548.624
Son of My Stor Bondir, nqHn Cnoilp
FURBY PO[I.ED
HEREFORDS
HERD BULLS
ANXIETY TRATLBLAZER XT3246658
FPH BANNER ANXIETY 35 XI4804898
MELVIN FURBY
R.R. 3
ALBION, NEBRASKA 68620
QUAI.ITY YORKSHIRES
FOR SAIE
Boars and Gifts
140 Day Weight
Bock Fot Probe
Cutout Informotion
Test Stotion Informotion
GOTTFRIED MEIERGERD
AND SONS
WEST POINT, NEBRASKA
Phone: Beemer 402-52g_3661 or 402_52g_3500
SCHT]RR TOP ANGT]S reI SC}IURR BROT}IERS
CATTLE
Our ANGUS
GAIN
*VISITORS
FOR SALE
Grow Big-Fast
TESTED
WELCOME''
CALLJOHN 308_569-2520
lz mi. N
FARNAM,
JERRY 308-56s-2476
of
69029
e 3r/2 mi. W
NEBRASKA
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VEROLA FARMS
REGISTERED ANGUS
HERD SIRES'
NU BARDOLIERMERE OO32
H CANADIAN RANGER 3
McALECTUS I09
V/s/TORS WELCO^AE
VERN, ZEOTA DOMEIER & SONS
SUTTON, NEBRASKA
773-5161
CATTLE
SHOw-
THAT WILL
AND GROW
Shalco trrica 2454
Reserve Champion Angus Female
|unior Show
1972 Arizona National Livestock Show
TRIANGLE-X ANGUS
Gordon 6c Mary Zeller & Family
Bellwood, Nebraska 68624
PRODUCTION TESTED CA'TTLE
E BAR
The TON Bull in
BREEDING Condition
SIRE OF THE HIGHEST WEIGHT
PER DAY OF AGE BREEDING HEIFER AT
I97I AK-SAR-BEN
Miss Mc Borboro V 186
VISITORS WELCOME
REGISTERED ANGUS
BREEDING STOCK FOR SALE
ANNUAL PRODUCTION SALE
MR. & MRS. ELI B. VOTAW
E BAR V ANGUS RANCH
WELLFLEET, NEBRASKA 69170
308-953-4459
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Max 
- 
Wilber, Nebraska 
- 
Willard
ATB
POLLED SHORTHORNS
CHAROLAIS
The RIGHT
Combination
Added Size for Your Crossbreeding Progroms
Profit From More Weight Per Doy of Age
Cutobility & Efficiency
Influence on Mojor Beef Shows
THE PROOF
NEBR. CHAROLAIS CATTTEXIEN
ASSOCTATTON
Thaf's Right...NO HAYf
Purino's new Horse Chow Checkers completely elim-
inote hoy feeding! No hoy to buy. . . store. . . feed
. woste! Purinq Horse Chow Checkers hove the
hoy built in.
Feed your horses this new convenient woy. Purino
Horse Chow Checkers ore pocked in eosy-io-hondle
50 lb. bogs.
lf hoy's no problem, feed Purinq Omolene, o fovorite
well-bolonced rotion for fine horses for olmost 50
veo rs.
Ask for these top quolity, scientific Horse Chows
from Purino Reseorch ot our store with the Checker-
boord Sign.
McGuire Horse Home & Garden
48th & HiWay 2
Center
Arnold T. Buller
s34-3560
UTICA, NEBRASKA
Harry ]. Slawnyk
531-3564
68456
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THE NEBRASKA POt[ED HEREFORD ASSOCIATION
the beef breed that has what you want
PROFIT
in the pasture
in the feedlot
in the packinghouse
in the show ring
NEBRASKA BRED POLLED HEREFORD BULLS LEAD THE BREED IN GAIN AND FEED CONVER-
SION AT TESTING STATIONS IN THE AREA.
NEBRASKA BRED POLLED HEREFORD STEERS HUNG UP CHOICE CARCASSES AT THE 1972
NATIONAL WESTERN LIVESTOCK SHOW.
NEBRASKA BRED POLLED HEREFORD STEERS HAYE BEEN CHAMPION HEREFORD STEERS AT
EVERY MAJOR STEER SHOW IN NEBRASKA IN THE LAST 4 YEARS.
ANNUAT TOUR' FOR INFORMATION
Juty 28, 1e72 AND DIRECTORIES
Southeost Nebrosko Areo THE TIME T0 CONTACT'
DEHORN
FIELD DAY: lS BEFORE
Juty 2e, 1e72 THEY ARE BORN. MARLIN FRENZEN
Clorence Tegtmeier Secreiory-Mqnqger
Burchsrd, Nebroskq Fullerton, Nebr. 68638
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PATTERSON
FOR YOUR IIVESTOCK IIEEDS
A Complete Line of Caille Equipmenf
Cattle headgates
Farm Gales
Loading Chutes
Corrals
Squeeze Chules
Calf Cradles
Calf Creeps
Foot Trimming Tables
Stock Racks
5cales
lruin Livestock Trailers
Ritchey Ear Tags
All types of show and
groming equipment
Wrile for free brochure!
PATTERSON SUPPI.Y CO.
P. o. Box 30s Phone: 515/38s-2180
cotuNs. towA 500ss
TICKING ANGUS RANCH
Feoturing EMULOUS sires., by officiol test, the
world's fostest goining Angus cottle. We feoture
EMULOUS 7000 line. EMULOUS 7000 known os
"THE CARCASS Bull."
The high indexing bull of oll breeds ot the l968-
69 Ogollolo bull test wos of our own roising ond
hos been retoined os one of our herd sires.
Performonce tested bulls ond femoles for sole ot
privote treoty.
CTYDE AND CHARI.ES I.ICKING
SENECA, NEBRASKA 59161
Ph. 308-539-3232
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MERVIN ZYSSET
FARNAM, NEBRASKA
308-697-3690 Combridge
HINDLEY'5
Purebred Chesfer White
We hod the top indexing pen of Chester Whites
ot oll Formlond Industries testing stotions in Ne-
brosko ond lowo l97l Spring tests. We olso hod
the Reserve Chompion Chester ot the l97l Ak-Sor-
Ben show.
Bosrs ond Open Gilts
From Tested Stock For Sole
PHONE 455-7448
HERMAN, NEBRASKA 58029
NEBRASKA REGISTERED
AUG. 4,
SHEEP BREEDERS-TOP OF THE FLOCK SAIE
1972-LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Board of Directors
Willard Waldo. DeWitt
Haruy Hart, Cozad
Waren Roe, Superior
John Hodges, Julian
Earl Christensen, Fremont
Ted Kassik, Emerald
Secretary
Ted Doane
U of N-[
HAMPSHIRES
SUFFOTKS
CORRIEDATES
CHEVIOTS
SHROPSHIRES
DORSETS
Always lsf Friday in August
HARLEY BERGEN
President
Ilenderson, Nebr.
IERRY ADAMSON
Codv. Nebr.
LIMOUSIN
The breed of rhe future
Whv not start your future today
Please contact
THE NEBRASKA LIMOUSIN ASSOCIATION
CARLTON NOYES
Vice-President
Valley, Nebr.
PAUL WINMAN EDWARD ARNOLD
Arnold, Nebr. Nenzel, Nebr.
JACK DOHERTY
Sec.-Treas.
North Platte, Nebr.
OTTO UHRIG
Hemingford, Nebr.
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BUY BRAND
ANGUS CATTTE HAAAPSHIRE HOGS
FOR SALE,
BUtI.S AND
CALF CROP
ANNUAI.tY
Clork Volk ond his prize winning heifer. Joy Volk ond his chompion steer.
A Cow Herd Thot Produced-
l968 Junior Futurity Chompion Femole
1970 Junior Futuriiy Chompion Steer
Senior Herd Sire-O'NEILLS JINGO BALLOT 3
Owned Jointly with Jim O'Neill, Logon, lowo
Junior Herd Sire-ALESCON OF CRA|G|E MC 70 (Bic 70)
by Alextus of Croigie, o Certified Meot Sire.
Our Choice of the l97l Denver bull colves. Owned with Horry Fornhom, Nebrosko Livestock Forms, lnc.,Omoho. J & C ANGUS
Bob, Jeonette, Joy ond Clqrk Volk
ARLINGTON, NEBRASKA
J
At the Bull Form, Eost Hwy. 30
PHONE 402/478-4350
For Directory Information or Assistance-
C.ontact-
Nebraska Hereford Association
Bernard C. Pliifer, Sec.
Mason City, Nebr. 68855 Telephone 308 /732 3498
EBRASKA
EREFORD
ssoc tATt o N
You Are lnvited
NEBRASKA HEREFORD TOUR
Sept. 15.16, 1972
Central, Nebraska
HEREFORD.A.RAMA
Dec. 8, 1972
and
N.J.H.A. CLUB CALF SALE
Dec. 9, 1972
BIG RED BARN.
FONNER PARK, GRAND ISLAND
NEBR. JR. HEREFORD
PROGRESS SHOW
May 27, 1972
N.J.H.A. FrELD DAY
June 10, 1972
MAROLD MELCHER & SONS_PAGE
REGISTER OF MERIT
HEREFORD SHOW
NEBRASKA STATE FAIR
"a(ow
When better Herelords ore bred-Nebraska will breed them.
Bulls of proven ability and
national reputation ere being used in
The production of quolity Angus is the M-Q breeding progrom. Our herd sires hove won in the Notionql
Shows ond their Get hove won. Our cottle qre bred to do good work under rqnch qnd fqrm conditions ond
produce profit moking Angus up ond down the line . . . this foct is most importont to us snd should be to
you, the prospective buyer of good Angus seedstock.
ANSUS RANCHWe huue 
.f olLouerl ct select
p1'ogram to clerel.o7t ct,
I.arge, qualit.tl h,erd thnt
is in full procluctiott to.
al.l ouL the 7:r'ospecti,:e
buger a greater choice
o.f Angus bttlls ttnd femules
utith correct type and
breedht.g.
Box 609
HAsTING5, NEBRASKA
Wilke Collins, Jr., Manager
"Lefty" Kluge, Cattle Superintendent
Ph: Office 
- 
463-319] Ph: Ranch 
- 
462-9423@
THINK PROFIT:
Many Block & Bridle members will be the beef cattle leaders of tomorrow. Some in the actual
production of beef . . others in a closely related line of beef work. Whatever your line of endeavor,
don't forget the extra profit potential in a beef operation based on Shorthorn and Polled Shorthorn
blood. Shorthorns give you - - -
. . . extra weaning weight without extra calving
difficulty
, .. extra feedlot gains without extra feed expense
. . . extra carcass grade without loss of size
Remember, too, over 30 recognized beef breeds,
including many of the largest, trace to short-
horn parentage. WHY? It's because SHORT-
HORNS PROFIT-MARK THEIR PROGENY
WHILE OTHER BREEDS MERELY COLOR-
MARK THEIRS.
AMERICAN SHORTHORN A55'N.
8288 HASCATI STREET
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68124
74
COMPLI MENIS
of
RALSTON PURINA
COMPANY
MAAHS SPF HAMPSHIRES AND DUROCS
No. I oF Tl,littermare to the champion boar at the Nebr. state 'r-est star from the.top indexing pen at the Missouri rest station
sale, ancl half brother ro the rop cutting b"rroru "t.ih"7i'r',r.r- ^".1 li;;;;a; to sssb 
to-p-sellini bred sorv at Illinois state sale'
nationat. Length 81.9, Ii.f. .?,^L4 ?-83-, %H&L^4d.20. 
-Cii.u$ Gain 232-120 days to ZiO tns' Inclex 200' B'F' '83'
ir"iiotu 
"t the" Hampshirc Type Conf. 
Length 30 73, B'F' 1 29'
L.A. 7.83.
Feantring
rIYSTERECTOMY DUROC AND HAMPSHIRE LITTERS BY'
DUROCS;
Daylite, g1,00o 7l s.w. Duroc congrcss second.top selling boar and fuil.brother to $5,000 chamP-ion 
ancl recorcl setling Duroc GiIt'
sun Rise. $3,300 wisconsin Reserie cru"a cr.,iv-ii;;;'?*il;;;,tr";'nout litter of the year."'r'hree litters by him
HAMPS;
crusher, The g2,300 Reserve All American Junior Yearling-ancl sire of the s2,600 Reserve All American Junior 
spring Boar'
ilis ehitr, dh"[pio" rrou. at the Kansas Staie Fair and Mid America Farr'
EVERETT MAAHS & SONS
RT. 2 LINCOLN, NEBR. 68505-Ph ' 488-9164
REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORDS
HERD SIRES
APH Woodrow 2
APH Lamp 84
HCJ Beau Mod. LamP 3
APH Super Woodrow
(5th Son of BarneY)
COW HERD
Domestic Mischief
Domestic Woodrows
Lamplighter
Triple Real
Banner Domino
. APH WOODROW 2 BARNEY-The Complete Sire o
Borney is siring top colves from cows of oll Bloodlines. He is o yellow bull with quolity os well os size'
A lOOo/o Dehorner, these cottle qre oll cleon pedigreed. sToP AND LOOK THEM OVER! |
Alexander Brothers
JtM JOE WALLY BILL
LYONS, NEBRASKA 68038
VIS'IORS WELCO^AEPHONE 687-2578
Form locoted 3 mi. West,
I mi. North, and 1A mi. Eost of LYons
1919 BEEF-MILI<-POLLED 1972
HAI]MOI\T SI{ORTI{ORI\S
w.E ARE THANKFUL THAT OUR
FOUNDATION w-AS SUCH THAT WE
DIDN'T HAVE TO START OVER.
Oficial milk and butterfat records are the basis
for our double registry.
For sale: Bulls and females.
PAR DEFENDER X 2875-OII
at eleven years old with a 3 year old son and grandson
You are inaited, to conu see a home-bred, herd, ol Shorthorns.
Our summer yearling steer at the 1967 International Quality Beef Contest weighed 1230 with an
821 pound A-2 Hot carcass . . . . at Ogalalla, Nebraska bull Test our 5 bull calves weighed l0l0
at average age of I year,lT days . . . . These modcrn Shorthorns are double registered in the Ameri-
can Milking Shorthorn Herd Book . . . . Sales into l3 states in 1970.
MR. 6( MRS. FRANK HAUMONTr.
R.R.2
308-872-2617BROKEN BOW NEBRASKA
Process I,OOO Cattle a Day
With only 3 men
ond the Bowmon Hydro-Vot Circle Working Focility
The Bowman Hydro-Vat Circle Working Facility provldes a
new "system" concept that speeds processlng time for
cattle, iet does lt with minimum animal stress and less
labor requlred. Solld, sheet steel sldes prevent cattle
from seeing out, lessening fright and nervousness. The
circular deslgn makes movlng animals easler, with less
hazing necessary.
The Bowman Hydro-Vat is a new but thoroughly tested
method for dlpplng cattle faster and at less cost' at the
same time obtaining better pest control' Requires less
than l+ the amount of initlal solutlon requlred for jump-ln
vats. Animals are moved one at a time into the vat cage,
whch is lowered hydraulically into the solutlon, insuring
better coverage of the animal but with less excitement.
An experlenced operator can dip up to five head per
mlnute.
o The Bowman Hydro-Chute can be operated completely by
hydraulic controls-entry and exlt doors and squeeze
sides as well. In fact, one man can operate both the
chute and dipping vat from a central locatlon, permittlng
a highly efficient processlng operation. Chute ls equipped
with fold-down sides for access to lower parts of the
animal.
o The Bowman Load-Out Chute & Facility provldes a
smooth-worklng, efficlent structure for loadlng out anlmals
with minimum-excitement and shrink. Equipped wlth a
steel panel gate that swings through the complete arc of
the circular pen, gently pushing cattle Into the chute'
Solid panel sldes make moving cattle up the chute easler
and fdster, wlth less bunching and backlng. Telescoplng
gates and optional swlvel-mounted dock platform faclli-
tate easier truck back-in and loadlng.
BOWMAN HYDRO.VAT, INC.
i
I
Treat, brand, vaccinate, dip or any other procedure . . .
easier, more elliciently and more economicalily.
tri ir"c?t'*::iqdtel.:'n&
1925 East 8th Street
Write loday for detailed intormalion and specificalions.
Fremont, Nebraska 68205
